Infections -
Their Sequence and Their Treatment

A Changed Development Requires More SANUM Remedies

by Günter Witt
"Dear People, have no concerns; just carry on building bigger atomic bombs; at the most, they are just a few harmless pills for release from the terrors that threaten you on the biological plane."

I place this quotation, relevant to current developments, at the beginning of my report. It is from a letter to Professor Enderlein, written by Dr. Fritsch, December 15, 1958. As concerns the biological situation currently observed, and also experienced in the daily therapeutic practice, the correctness of his early prophecy seems to be confirming itself.

Since June 1983, I have been observing, for example, an extreme increase in virus infections in the darkfield microscope. Until then, it was for me "MUCOKEHL above everything." Since then, the situation has changed entirely. For this reason, NOTAKEHL, PEFRACHEHL, FORTACHEHL and QUENTACHEHL have, for me, become equally important, sharing the first place even from the first prescription on. What is the field of application for these well proven SANUM preparations? In brief outline, the following grouping can roughly be made:

- For QUENTACHEHL, everything connected with the head, including the nose and paranasal sinuses, the frontal sinuses and the realm of the nerves.
- For NOTAKEHL, nearly the entire rest of the body, but particularly for bronchus, kidneys, renal duct, bladder, nerves; disease connecting with Ischialgias and just about everything that ends with "itis".
- For FORTACHEHL, everything that is connected with the mucous membrane, for all dyscracias, liver, large intestine, ovaries, bladder, etc.
- For PEFRACHEHL among others, the ear, the mouth (Paradontosis) and the bladder.

These pointers are mostly suggestive for an overview as to where one may successfully apply these remedies. Candidiasis, for instance, which has become very well known, should primarily be approached with PEFRACHEHL. The Penicillium strains of QUENTACHEHL and FORTACHEHL have the peculiarity of wandering along the nerve strands, where also the viruses are found living on albumic acid. They can be rendered harmless by the immigrating colloids of the quoted strains. One must really first become familiar with the effective areas for each SANUM remedy, and their therapeutic applications, before one masters the entire "keyboard" in the service of the patient.

Examples from the Practice

A patient is taking estrogen on prescription by a gynecologist. She perspires much and, naturally, has difficulties with her Calcium metabolism. In this, it must be considered that the gall and the suprarenals play a significant role for the hormonal balance. In this process, NIGERSAN and LATENSIN (Bacillus subtilis) have their great therapeutic chance. When the patient perspires even during the day, in spite of her intake of estrogen, there is usually an infection behind it. The possibilities for it are nowadays manifold; there is no break in the chain of treated, or only half treated, infections. This progressively weakens the immune system in the course of time.

Added to this is the peculiar but significant process that we withdraw ourselves unconsciously, when there is a weakening of the immune system, thus avoiding the making of a needed decision. Then we lie in bed for a week, finding the time to make the decision. When that is accomplished, we feel better again rather quickly. Such a course has been clinically observed in over 5,000 cases. It is interesting to observe this aspect in connection with infections.

When antibiotics are taken, their effect is temporary, only mitigating the symptoms. The virus keeps on thriving through organic blockades. This can be followed through the darkfield microscope. The same applies to treatment with gamma
globulin. After 24 hours, the virus presents itself again in fall activity. Even before, or at the commencement of therapy, we should avail ourselves of the good possibility of control through darkfield microscopy in every situation. Through Iris diagnosis, one can see in which organ area the infection sits, and in the darkfield, one sees the virus according to its type, which can be quite well determined already with a 1,000 fold enlargement.

If a patient sits before me with all kinds of troubles and has been treated by many so that he says now that nobody can help him, I quietly agree with him and suggest that he is free to go home again. He has already programmed himself negatively and allows nobody into his being. We should have the courage to offer him to come back another time when he has cleared his attitude. He must hear us say that there are really good remedies, but they can help only when he is open to it.

The patient also complained about great tiredness. This connects with congestion, and that means, lack of oxygen, which the Erythrocytes can no longer balance out in natural adaptability. Here, Sanuvis helps, 3x daily 2 teaspoons. If he cannot sleep between 11 p.m. and 1 a.m., one must consider the gall, according to biorhythms. Now, the application of FORTAKEHL tablets is indicated.

**Therapy Requires Comprehensive Insight**

If there is weakness in thinking and concentrating, and many a gouty complaint, one must consider the hypophysis, which is the most important regulatory organ, with the pancreas behind it as its food supplier. One hardly thinks of treating the pancreas of an otherwise normal and healthy person whose power of vision is getting worse. But indeed, it nourishes heart, eyes, and hypophysis. The so-called vegetative dystonia has, for me, "its seat" in the pancreas. Thus, when the hypophysis is no longer properly nourished by us, its corresponding regulatory activities are no longer correctly fulfilled.

In close collaboration with the pancreas are also our gall, which must flow, as also the spleen whose function depends on the gall. Again, the stomach cannot function properly when the kidneys fail to do so. One must always look in a comprehensive perspective including the collaboration of all organs. This has already been pointed out in the rules of Acupuncture, as also by the rules of Biorhythms. For instance, bronchitis may resist all treatments for 30 years, but after a 3 week long treatment of the kidneys and bladder, this same bronchitis may disappear suddenly forever. The core of the matter is the correspondence of mucous membranes amongst each other. The solution of the problem, therefore, lies usually on the opposite side. One must know who collaborates with whom, either directly or indirectly. Therapy always requires, first, a release/drainage/elimination; only then does a building up of regulation follow. For this I use FORTAKEHL nearly exclusively in clinical packages. The standard dosage is 3x 2 tablets before meals. With a very large dosage that is not meant to be imitated I have gotten rid of a viral icterus in only three days.

If sudden fainting, or repeatedly sinking into a short, unconscious sleep during work, eye diagnosis again points to the hypophysis. After two weeks treatment with Zincum cyanatum oligoplex, 3x 15 drops, the hypophysis indication in the iris may have already improved. But if the condition of the patient remains unchanged, then check his pulse, which often slowly occurs with a gentle second block pressure value. The values 100/105: 55/60 always point to congestion, starting from gallbladder-pancreas. Possibly indicated is, then, Pancreaticum/Hevert, 3x 1 teaspoon after meals. Fainting spells and dizziness (from liver/spleen) may be removed in this way, for sure. NOTAKEHL and QUENTAKEHL are always co-participants along with other SANUM remedies.

These two SANUM remedies play an important role also in my practice when treating multiple sclerosis. As a rule, 5 drops are given 3x daily. In this treatment, it is to good advantage to give a liniment with these remedies mornings, rubbing it into the areas of the cervical spine and the lumbar spine, using 4 or 5 drops for each. In many cases, the virus has extended itself into the gall pancreas glandular ducts, which causes congestion in the flow of body fluids. The flow can be restored by using FORTAKEHL. This remedy must always accompany such cases.
In the case of patients having an inflammation of the connective tissue on the eyes, I always treat the kidneys along with them. An excretion causing itchiness around the eyes, and a feeling of sand grains in the eye, is connected with these organs. Such patients get 2x daily 1 drop of NOTAKEHL into the eye. This also goes for renal hypertonia caused by a virus in youthful persons. For this, a suppository of NOTAKEHL is used in the evening, and the condition is quickly relieved. In this, it is most important that the channels for elimination are open. Also, the aqueous fluid in the eyes must be treated via the lymph, the spleen, the immune system and the suprarenals. For this, the spleen is a very important organ. Our will congests the spleen when things are not working as we wish, in this way producing the damaging congestion. Every organ has a correspondence with our emotions and ways of thinking; every thought is a spark of energy. One thousand such sparks tied to one detail really can obstruct the living current. These processes are to be remembered for every therapy.

**Treatment Suggestions for the Practice**

The immune system collaborates with the spleen, suprarenals, thymus gland and the Peyer’s Plaques in the intestine. When these areas are damaged in a patient, it is possible to bring a fast and essential improvement with the following injection: with a size 20 needle on a 5 ml syringe, inject i.v., Zincum cyanatum opl., 2 ml SANUVIS, 2 ml Restructa forte N or another kidney remedy, 0.5 ml Rhodizonacid compl. and 0.3 ml QUENTAKEHL D5. If the patient has no damaging history of cortisones or antibiotics, this injection will relieve the pressure behind the eye within 5 to 10 minutes; he will see clearly. Hands and feet will get warm again. The patient feels internally relieved and lighter.

Until the end of 1985, I have given injections i.v. with NOTAKEHL, QUENTAKEHL, PEFRAKEHL and FORTAKEHL together. Through the increased viral stress conditions observed afterwards, I observed increasing numbers of cases with shaking chills as a reaction. Nowadays, I give only QUENTAKEHL i.v and NOTAKEHL, FORTAKEHL and PEFRAKEHL with a Vitamin B complex or other remedies only per i.m. When the nose is plugged (paranasal to the frontal sinus), I have them rub some QUENTAKEHL into the root of the nose and the forehead. Faster and better yet in its effect is a small injection without penetrating. I spray a mixture of 0.5 ml NOTAKEHL, 0.5 ml QUENTAKEHL, 0.5 ml FORTAKEHL, 0.5 ml PEFRAKEHL, and 0.5 ml Rhodizonacid compl. half and half into each nostril.

For a middle ear inflammation or the threat of a hearing problem, there is immediate help from spraying equal parts of a mixture of 0.5 ml NOTAKEHL and 0.5 ml PEFRAKEHL into each ear canal. The same remedy is then also used by the patient for both ingestion and also rubbing it around the area of the ears. For draining, remedies such as Capsicum opl. or Ototoxic remedies can be considered. An occasional occurrence of dizziness after spraying into the ears will disappear after a few minutes.

**Good Successes Also for the Dental Area**

In spite of X rays and other procedures, causes are often not clearly provable in the dental area. For complaints in this area, NOTAKEHL tablets 2 x 1 tablet daily, sucking and lymph remedies, such as Lymphomyosot, according to the constitution, will render effective help. NOTAKEHL drops, as also Arnica opl., should be taken alongside, and also rubbed into the affected cheek. For such hidden root neuralgias in the dental area which may continue despite dental sanitization a very well proven remedy is Aranea opl.

These complaints generally arise only because new stress signals are sent from a virus infection. Many an infected tooth is often without a direct organ connection because of its weakness; then the infection tends to settle into a permanent situation. One can also treat tooth fistulas effectively. In these cases, spraying with 0.5 ml Rhodizonacid compl. and 0.5 ml NOTAKEHL is effective.

**Viral Migrations Are Without Limits**

In recent times there has been a noticeable increase in depression. Viral activities can be seen as contributory causes. In this matter, attacks of Endobionts, according to Enderlein, are here obviously not the primary factor but, rather, the metabolic waste products of viruses that stress the nerve cells in...
the head. These stresses also may be effectively dealt with through NOTAKEHL and QUENTAKEHL. The area of the cervical spine, shoulders, joints of arms and hands, stiff fingers, or shakiness in them, swollen hands, etc.: all these are coming more and more to attention, being additional pointers to Viral infections.

When such a happening is located on a joint, such as the knee, causing an inflammation, NOTAKEHL 0.5 ml, Rhodizonacid comp. 0.5 ml and, additionally, Hagapophytum D2 2 ml are usually helpful. For this, I attempt a gentle loosening of the patellar ligaments and the rotular, which are often particularly painful, tense, and rigid. Daily rubbing with NOTAKEHL drops is also indicated for this. Even cupping, leading up to bleeding, can be used for the knee and the cervical as well as lumbar spinal areas. Detoxification and elimination are most important adjuncts to any therapy with SANUM preparations. Cupping also works very quickly and effectively. Proven remedies for this purpose are, among others, Uriginex and Prophyllamin particularly for the cervical spine area.

Surely, every therapist comes across cases of Ischias/sciatica. This disease also responds well, e.g. to injections left and right of the trouble area, including the side, which is not under attack in order to draw the energy there, as in the case of acupuncture. For the injection, use 1 ml NOTAKEHL, 1 ml QUENTAKEHL, and 2 ml SANUVIS. One can also add a Vitamin B Complex. Along with this, one also treats the cervical and lumbar spinal areas. For a fast effect, the just quoted injection mixture is wheeled from top to bottom para-vertically along the spine, and that, always shifting and not entirely flat. This brings fast and good relaxation.

Before thinking of Arthroses, gout, etc. in the case of swollen hands, toes, joints, and morning stiffness, one should first consider a drawn out viral infection, which may migrate into the joints and there cause very painful inflammations. In this case, ointments with NOTAKEHL help quite quickly and thoroughly, when at the same time also 2 x 10 drops of NOTAKEHL are taken. A good ointment for this is also the Salve by Horvi. The sanitization of the large intestines here, as in all disease conditions is an absolute requirement.

Proven Supplementary Measures to the Therapy
There are diverse other remedies and possibilities which help complete a therapy. Let me point particularly to zinc. For instance, Penatencreme works so well and fast with babies, because it also contains zinc. When treating babies with diaper dermatitis, however, PEFAKEHL helps faster, in my experience. Among the supplementary remedies and possibilities are absolutely also the new SANUM remedies, such as GINGKOBAKEHL and ZINKOKEHL, which are certainly excellent therapeutics. Every body cell requires zinc. The pancreas and hypophysis respond very well to zinc.

The Molecular Group, according to Koch, also makes for good supplementation to the SANUM offerings. However, never use a whole ampule for an injection, but only 0.5 ml of it each time, for 4 injections. Otherwise, they act much too intensely. Moreover, treatments with these remedies should be undertaken only one time per month. Blood tests following thereafter will show clearly whether, and to what degree, effects are manifesting.

In conclusion, let it be emphasized once more that, for an effective therapy with the well proven SANUM remedies, as also with other remedies and preparations, a thoroughly cleansing elimination is basic. If this requirement is ignored, the success of the therapy may be only half, or even absent.